This document requests the replacement of the glyph of U+A66E CYRILLIC LETTER MULTIOCULAR O. A tweet by Étienne FD @etiennefd brought to my attention an old error on my part. Taken from his tweet https://twitter.com/etiennefd/status/1322673792452354048

The multiocular O is a rare form of the Cyrillic letter O.

How rare?

Rare enough to occur in a single phrase, in a single text written in an extinct language, Old Church Slavonic.

The text is a copy of the Book of Psalms, written around 1429 and kept in Russia.

The image in Figure 42 of N3194R which served as evidence for the encoding of the character was not a very good scan from Karsky 1979; that image is given again in Figure 1 below. Better images are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Essentially the glyph that I drew had seven eyes, but the source character has ten. (No, I don’t know why I drew seven. Perhaps I miscounted what was in Karsky’s reproduction.) The following shows the change being requested.
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Figure 1. Sample from Карский 1979, showing MULTIOCULAR O in the phrase серафими многочитїй (abbreviated многочитїй) ‘many-eyed seraphim’.

Figure 2. The phrase in the manuscript.

Figure 3. A closer look at the phrase.

Note that the change in glyph also reflects the height of the character as in the source.

серафими многочитїй. → серафими многочитїй
серафими многочитїй. → серафими многочитїй